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If you were going to kill a galaxy – how would you do it? Now – I know that’s maybe not a question that keeps 
a lot of you up at night like it does me, but I’ll explain why that is an interesting question to ponder. 

A galaxy is an object that consists of stars,  gas and dust. They are almost incomprehensibly huge, and for 
context our Sun is just one of a few billion stars that make up our galaxy, the Milky Way.  

How “alive” a galaxy is is typically qualified by how quickly it is forming stars out of its gas stores, and we 
typically only observe galaxies as either really star forming and lively, or really dead – and very few in between. 

A galaxy will continue to form stars until it runs out of the gas to form them, with “galactic death” characterised 
by a change in colour from blue to red. The time it takes for this transformation to occur is called the 
“quenching timescale” of a galaxy.  

The mechanisms that cause the gas to be depleted, and which ones dominate, are still not well understood, but 
are fundamental to our understanding of the evolution of the observable universe.  

The problem is - galaxies evolve over such vast time-scales, and it is impossible to watch any meaningful 
transformation over a human lifetime, or a hundred, for that matter.  

So - with my recent paper, the idea was to play cosmic detective, and bypass these problems with realistic 
cosmological simulations to determine galactic causes of death, by measuring how long it takes them to die. 

We found that the majority of galaxies quench in about 2 billion years – which is the time it takes for a galaxy 
to passively churn through its gas stores by forming stars.  

But we also noticed that there were a couple of circumstances under which the gas could be removed a lot 
faster, on sub-billion year timescales. 

The first of those is essentially galactic bullying – smaller, satellite galaxies with less self-gravity which find 
themselves in larger galaxy groups can often be stripped of gas or “have their lunch stolen” so to speak by other 
galaxies or the medium they are moving through.  

The second of these fast-quenching mechanisms is supermassive black hole activity – many large galaxies have 
a central black hole, which are associated with huge explosions and outflows, capable of ejecting massive 
amounts of gas from galaxies.  

These findings highlight the unique value of computational astrophysics in supplementing observational studies, 
with galaxy evolution currently being an incredibly fast-moving field, unlike the galaxies themselves. 


